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The “History Bookshop” no. 1 
 
 
 

 

Two catalogues in one 
 

Just turn the catalogue 
upside down!  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
A completely new part has been introduced to go along with the world post, which is dedicated to history and 
military, aviation and navy, with over 400 titles and numerous new volumes from the main Italian publishers. 
The “History Bookshop” is now online and will be regularly updated with new arrivals. 
 
Vaccari srl is specialized in philately, postal history and collecting both as a publisher and distributor of works 
which come from all over the world. Through the annual catalogue “The Philatelic Bookshop”, which is published 
in September and has now reached issue number 26, and through their website, which is constantly updated, 
Vaccari offers about 2,000 titles which include specialized philatelic publications and historical and military 
volumes, which are increasingly appreciated by philatelists as a basis for their studies. 
 
Due to the ever growing demand for historical books, the company has started developing various activities aimed 
at satisfying the readers’ requirements. 
 
 
To receive a free hard copy version of the catalogues simply send your request to info@vaccari.it 
or fill in the form on the website at the link 
http://www.vaccari.it/misc/index.php?_u=_quest&SetLanguage=en 
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THE HISTORY BOOKSHOP 
www.libreriastorica.com 

 
 
Although there were already many historical volumes or military history books available, the categories in the new 
September edition of the catalogue have undergone some re-organising in order to bring more prominence to this 
section and make research easier amongst the many new titles selected. 
 
With this catalogue Vaccari srl offers a panoramic view of over 400 titles that cover two centuries of history and 
military history, strengthening the activity of philately, postal history and philatelic literature. 
 
Moments of our history: great conflicts, conquests and defeats, expectations and hopes, diaries, treatises, historical 
documents and images. . . They are pages of life and war experience, passion and courage which are told by the 
characters with bravery and spontaneity. 
 
The “History Bookshop” starts with a sweeping view of the XIX century with texts on the Ancient Italian States, 
Reign of Napoleon, Risorgimento and Garibaldi. The XX century is then brought to light by discussing all the main 
aspects of the times. There are two great sections on the World Wars, fascism and Mussolini, as well as the 
relationship with Germany, the campaigns in Africa, Greece, Albania and Russia, the Italian Social Republic, the 
Italian resistance movement, the prisoner and concentration camps, the Shoah, aviation and navy, the weapons and 
tanks used, the corps, uniforms and military badges, the fortifications and costal defences. 
 
Of particular interest, there are also volumes on the Question of Trieste, the policies regarding Yugoslavia and the 
Balkans, the missions of Italians abroad and Colonialism, with studies based on various documents and archival 
sources, with particular attention to the operations in Ethiopia. 
A new section dedicated to the stories in the sea has been added: it includes some volumes which contain 
information on the adventures of pirates and privateers as well as life on board these sailing ships. 
 
Many historical and military-historical collections by some great Italian publishers: Laterza; Lo Scarabeo; Mursia 
with the series “Testimonianze fra cronaca e storia” give an account of the years during the First World War up to 
the Second Republic, which has directly been gathered from the experiences of the protagonists; Ritter. Without 
forgetting the historical office of the Army General Staff: with their own specialized publications, they are the ideal 
reference source concerning the corps, weapons, transport and uniforms being a unique witness to the experiences 
of Italian soldiers for more than a century and a half of national history. 
The list of publishers we distribute continues with: Ermanno Albertelli, Giorgio Apostolo, Gaspari, Bruno Ghigi, 
Libreria Goriziana, Grange Books with the Military Mini Series, Itinera Progetti, Piero Lacaita, Grafica MA.RO, 
Mattioli 1885, Libreria Militare, Nordpress, Nova Charta, Editoriale Olimpia, Re Enzo, Temi Editrice, Widerholdt 
Frères. Not to be forgotten are some works by authors, often unknown, who with a unique title have left a 
permanent mark of their own experiences of military life, sufferings or prison. 
 
In the PUBLISHING section of the site a new showcase area has been added under the name “History Bookshop” 
which allows access to the complete catalogue, divided into the main categories.  
Updates to the site will be highlighted monthly at www.libreriastorica.com; the hard copy will be updated yearly. 
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MEETING HISTORY 
http://www.vaccari.it/editoria/miv/index.php?SetLanguage=en 

 
 
For some time the “History through documents” series has continued following a particular guideline: to analyse, 
through the study of documents and postal history, events or historical topics in an accurate and detailed way thus 
often revealing details that otherwise would not be easily identifiable. 
Within this series, the section “Meeting History” has been created, which expands on specific historical topics, 
with a mostly narrative approach, and is always based on the analysis of documents. The series has been introduced 
with Fabio Bonacina’s study, “La salma nascosta - Mussolini dopo Piazzale Loreto da Cerro Maggiore a Predappio 
(1946-1957)”, 50 years after Mussolini’s body was returned to his family, followed by the volume by Ricciotti 
Garibaldi, “La camicia rossa nella guerra balcanica campagna in Epiro 1912”, on the occasion of the bicentenary of 
the birth of the author’s father, Giuseppe Garibaldi. More titles will be added. 
 
 
La salma nascosta 
http://www.vaccari.it/pdf/4321.PR_1970E_27_8_07.pdf 
 
La camicia rossa 
http://www.vaccari.it/pdf/4472.PR_1971E_22_10_07.pdf 
 
 
 

PUBLIC AUCTION 
15 NOVEMBER 2008 

 
MILITARY HISTORY - NAVY - AVIATION 

HISTORY - UNIFORMS, ARMS and ARMOURED VEHICLES 
 

New and used books: on the 15 November in Vignola there will be another important date with history, with the 
public and mail bid auction of books regarding history and military history, which come from the Luciano 
Buzzetti’s library. More than 800 titles among which there are rare, sought-after, important series, and bargain 
books. 
 
To request a free catalogue 
http://www.vaccari.it/misc/index.php?_u=_qasta&SetLanguage=en 
 
 
The press release 
http://www.vaccari.it/pdf/5655.file.PR_auction_74_25_07_08.pdf 
 
 

The “Philatelic Bookshop” - Press release 
http://www.vaccari.it/pdf/5950.file.1146_ING.pdf 


